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About This Game

About the game:

Explore a vast open game world in classic action-adventure fashion as Lily, Knight of the Rose! Slash your way through monster-
infested dungeons to save the Kingdom of Blossom from eternal darkness. Collect unique weapons, spells, and more during your

journey to take down powerful bosses and solve clever puzzles.
Be part of a vivid, dynamic story passed down from grandfather to grandchildren by influencing the course of events yourself!

Features:

15+ hours of gameplay

Huge, diverse game world with many different locations

5 challenging dungeons

Various items impacting gameplay and fighting style

Fun, charming storytelling
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Title: Blossom Tales: The Sleeping King
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Castle Pixel, LLC.
Publisher:
FDG Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x64 or x86

Processor: Intel Pentium E2200 (2 * 2200) / AMD Athlon 64 X2 4200+ (2 * 2200)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9600 GS / Radeon HD 4670

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German
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This was an amazing choice picking book. Yes it may of been a little short but it still ways tons of fun!

9\/10. Nice Game!
I recommend this!
Make Viet Nam cool!. bounced harder on my boys d to this sh!t harder than richard nixon bounced on the government.
quickscoped my friend faster than JFK was no scoped. had more fun in this game than your mother gave me last night, and the
sounds in this game were more realistic than the story that my uncle had me dance naked for him. i love this game and i love
white people. overall 8\/10, just needs a little extra salt. Nice game, for 1 man coding. Good control responce, reaaly nice choice
of difficulties, plus you can replay this game at least one time for different story choices (and they bring entirely different maps,
not just another position on same map) For it's price this is a really musthave game for all tower defence lovers, and good choice
for players, who are newbs in this type of games.. A very worthy sequel to a very unique type of first person shooter. This one
has all the same goods and bads that the first game has so check out that review for further details. In summary though:
Excellent, realistic combat game with depressing, unskippable cutscenes. Definitely worth at least one play through to
experience this story good and true enough to have its own mini-series one day akin to the likes of Band of Brothers.. Pretty
difficult game, in my point of view it's a game with good gameplay and hype.
I will absolutely look forward for the next project, i suggest this game for y'all retro'-pixel-game lovers. Ok, my daughter wanted
me to get this game for her. I bought it and thought, how much fun could it possibly be. It's a lot more entertaining than I
thought. It's also hard as heck to sort those cats. Especially Cthullu Cat. Lots of fun, and a great game for everyone. Especially
those that aren't in to the shooters.. \u0422\u043e\u0447\u043d\u043e \u0442\u0430\u043a\u0430\u044f \u0436\u0435,
\u043a\u0430\u043a \u0438 1 \u0447\u0430\u0441\u0442\u044c, \u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e +
\u0433\u043b\u043e\u0431\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f \u043a\u0430\u0440\u0442\u0430,
\u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435 \u043a\u0430\u0440\u0442\u044b \u0432 \u0441\u043a\u0438\u0440\u043c\u0438\u0448\u0435
\u043d\u0435 \u043f\u043e\u043c\u0435\u043d\u044f\u043b\u0438. \u0413\u043b\u043e\u0431\u0430\u043b\u043a\u0430
\u0432\u043e\u043e\u0431\u0449\u0435 \u043d\u0435 \u043a\u043e\u043d\u043a\u0443\u0440\u0435\u043d\u0442 Total
War (\u0431\u043b\u0438\u0436\u0435 \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435 \u043a Mount & Blade). \u0430 \u0432\u043e\u0442
\u0442\u0430\u043a\u0442\u0438\u043a\u0430 \u0440\u0430\u0434\u0443\u0435\u0442, \u0438\u0431\u043e
\u0442\u043e\u0442 \u0436\u0435 TW \u0438\u043c\u0435\u0435\u0442 \u043f\u043e \u0432\u0441\u0435\u043c
\u043f\u0430\u0440\u0430\u043c\u0435\u0442\u0440\u0430\u043c, \u0415\u0441\u043b\u0438
\u043f\u0430\u0442\u0447\u0438\u0442\u044c \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443, \u0442\u043e \u043c\u043e\u0436\u0435\u0442
\u043f\u043e\u043b\u0443\u0447\u0438\u0442\u0441\u044f \u0442\u043e\u043b\u043a.. 4\/10
This is a wave shooter. There are loads out there. This one isn't really exceptional in any way.. cats, trains and puzzles. what's not
to like? :D this game has pretty much everything i could ever ask for!
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This is, by far, the most satisfying VR game I've ever played. Its just so much damn fun! Feeling the recoil, hearing the bullet
hit the enemy, enabling slow motion bullet time and dodging a shot as you grab a shotgun, pump it, turn and BOOM at the ninja
who just dashed at you... its just freaking amazing. My wife cant stop playing, and she isnt much of a gamer.

I own over 40 Vive titles, and this is by far my favorite. Just do yourself a favor, and buy it now.. Good, reasonably
straightforward HOG.
Fairly average, graphics are decent for an older game. I liked the low-key, atmospheric music.
There isn't really an in-depth story, here. I got the game because I wanted the set. That said, it was better than I expected, given
the reviews.

Pros:
Lots of HOPs, all decent.
The minigames are the usual mix; mostly okay, if not inspired.
Good music.
All the usual mod-cons, like a map and quick travel between locations.

Cons:
Completely linear, and you can't really call it a "story".
I felt sorry for the shark.
A few difficult achievements - and you have to restart game if you make an error on the key minigames (for the achievements).

Note: The later games in the series build on the story.
. They're ugly but might get a redone one day.. This game barely functions and is in all honesty rather boring. It has a very
interesting premise: you're a director and you need to claw your way to the top of the Hollywood hierarchy, but it doesn't
deliver. I've only played for a short time but in that short time, it has become obvious that the gameplay is repetitive, unexciting
and dull. Your money is better spent on Video Game Tycoon or another more interactive tycoon game..
Matchmaking....................................................................... I’d be lying if I said that this review would be as negative as the other
two games. Now, I may be suffering from Stockholm syndrome from continuously playing all three games in a row, but I find
this game more enjoyable than the other two. I may actually even have to recommend it ;__;

The opening did not give us much to go off on—a monotonous comic strip will NOT capture the audience’s attention, especially
when you’re trying to explain what has happened from Alien Breed 2. That’s my only real issue with the beginning. It seems that
Team 17 did try to make a difference with their game. They did stick to the run-to-here-and-back game mechanic through the
entirety of the game, but they threw in many more dynamic scenes and gameplay experience as far as ways in which you shoot
aliens. Now that they’re raising Klein as your main antagonist, I find it a lot more enjoyable, especially when listening to his
stereotypical German accent. <3

Very ‘OK’ boss battles. I actually kind of enjoyed fighting the aliens, especially in the water scenes (which I can also appreciate).
They also brought in a new type of alien that while I like, I also dislike. I feel that the Electro-shocker is a bit overpowered, and
would have worked better if it could not actively fight on land, since that was what I assumed from the first few that I had
encountered. It would have made more sense, because the game shows that electricity will hurt you if it’s spread above water.

And ooooh my god, the comic scene for the last chapter is so lovely. SO LOVELY. It’s just so sick and cruel and yet I can’t help
but love Klein even more for being such an evil lunatic. I just LOVE it, even though I know I wouldn’t really enjoy his company
in real life. I did not enjoy the ending.

Team 17 made this trilogy with the interests of making money only, after seeing interest in their Worms series starting to
dwindle. They made and released all three of these games in the same year. A LOT of content was reused in the first two games,
but I also see a lot more introduced into this final game. I’m not sure what got them to put in more effort into this last one, but I
can say that it is OK. Not BAD, per say, but OK.

I’m not sure why this game got as much bad rep as the other two games, but I’d still say get this game when it’s discounted at
least 75%, but if you were going to pick any of the three, play this one first.. I tried out the French a bit, and compared it to the
free Duolingo program on the web, and I like both programs for different reasons . What I like about The Language Game is
that you can switch between languages quickly, and cross refence your data, and it also appears that you don't always have to be
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online to use it . Go ahead and blow 5 bucks if you want to spruce up your bardic tongue . Polish, Hindi, and Japanese would be
nice options to add later - I'm hoping to see more downloadable content in the future .. Not worth it. Neat game, interesting
concept, fun to play, but game crashes due to persistant error about every 10-20 minutes. This, combined with the fact that you
can't save except at the end of missions or when back at the hotel, makes it impossibly frustrating to play. Devs no longer
supporting the game. Waste of money.. I fired a torpedo, but I misjudged the contact range... so when he dodged and it circled
back around, it locked onto me and killed myself. I turned into the Konovalov in the Hunt for Red October film. Whoops.

Fun game. Super satisfying. Kinda tense when a bunch of Soviet escorts fire *every torpedo at you!*. A very solid and
ridiculously entertaining bullet-hell shmup. Everything here is clearly crafted with love and care. The game might not have the
highest production values, but the music is pumpin', the anime girls are well-drawn, the bullet patterns are gorgeous, and the
controls are tight. In addition, the fact that the bullets fly in time to the fantastic soundtrack makes the gameplay in Barrage
Musical that much more immersive.

A must-play for fans of Touhou and Cave shooters. Highly recommended.
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